
Swifts®

cable tray
NEW universal bracket

NEW UNIVERSAL BRACKET / 
FOR MRF AND SRF  

CABLE TRAY SYSTEMS

Overcome obstacles and challenges  
on-site with the NEW universal  
bracket. One innovative bracket...  
endless possibilities

See p. 4 to find out more...

NEW universal 
bracket...  
ultimate versatility
Overcome obstacles and  
challenges on-site with the  
NEW universal bracket.  
One innovative bracket...  
endless possibilities

See overleaf to find out more...

NEW universal 
bracket...  
ultimate versatility



Swifts® cable tray...
ultimate versatility
Overcome obstacles and challenges on-site with the NEW universal bracket. Designed for 
use with SRF or MRF cable tray, the universal bracket is a must-have for any toolkit. This 
simple, innovative addition to the range offers true versatility when faced with demanding 
site conditions.

A simple, 
versatile 

solution to 
on-site 

fabrication



Flange assembly

Side dropout

Internal riser

Offset fourway

Flat bend

Handed reducer

Snap and fold bracket 
to create a flange

One innovative bracket... endless configurations
The NEW universal bracket can be hand folded, bent, split or hinged  
to offer a multitude of functions. The unique design provides 
the flexibility to cope with demanding on-site requirements. 

Supplied with ‘quick bolt fasteners’ and driver tool.

Use in conjunction with the NEW universal fishplate to add additional 
support and cable protection.

Create specialist  
functions such as 
side dropouts by folding and 
hinging brackets

Snap and hinge  
bracket to create  
internal or external risers from 
-90 to +90 degrees

Fold or bend 2 pairs  
of brackets to form  
specialist offset fourways

Fold or bend bracket 
to desired angle. For  
wider installations add a fishplate 
for additional support

Create left, right or  
straight reducers by 
simply bending the bracket to suit 
the application
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Universal bracket

MRFUB S

Pack Cat. Nos. Fittings

 Universal brackets and fishplates are used 
for on-site fabrication of fittings

5 MRFUB F Universal bracket
 Universal brackets can be used in a 
number of ways to achieve many change 
of direction and reducing functions 
 Brackets can be folded  
into shape using a pair  
of pliers to create bends,  
tees, 4 way crosspieces etc 

 Over fold to split bracket  
and join using fasteners to 
create hinged couplers

 Supplied in packs containing 5 pairs of 
brackets,100 fasteners, and power tool nut 
driver
 Available in PG, G and S finishes
 G and PG versions supplied with quick bolt 
fasteners 
 S version supplied with M6 x 12 pan head 
screws, nuts and washers

Universal fishplates
 Fishplates are designed for extra strength 
when joining cable tray beds 
 They can also help to protectcables  
from cut edges 
 The universal fishplate  
can be overfolded and  
split at 75 mm centres  
when working with  
narrow trays 

1 UF450 F 

Pack Cat. Nos. Fittings

 Universal brackets and fishplates are used 
for on-site fabrication of fittings

5 SRFUB F Universal bracket
 Universal brackets can be used in a 
number of ways to achieve many change 
of direction and reducing functions 
 Brackets can be folded  
into shape using a pair  
of pliers to create bends,  
tees, 4 way crosspieces etc 

 Over fold to split bracket  
and join using fasteners to 
create hinged couplers

 Supplied in packs containing 5 pairs of 
brackets,100 fasteners, and power tool nut 
driver
 Available in PG, G and S finishes
 G and PG versions supplied with quick bolt 
fasteners 
 S version supplied with M6 x 12 pan head 
screws, nuts and washers

Universal fishplates
 Fishplates are designed for extra strength 
when joining cable tray beds 
 They can also help to protect cables  
from cut edges 
 The universal fishplate  
can be overfolded and  
split at 75 mm centres  
when working with  
narrow trays 

1 UF450 F 

Swifts® MRF medium duty return   
     flange cable tray 
        universal bracket and fishplate

Swifts® SRF heavy duty return   
      flange cable tray 
        universal bracket and fishplate

Universal bracket

SRFUB PG


